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J

enny Hookey isn't an Actress, but she could have stepped
into the role of Miss Kenton in Remains of the Day without
so much as a blow-dry. The director of education for Denver's
Starkey Institute for Household Management appears to have
reserves of reserve. The fresh recruits on her tour of the institute, chests heaving with the first-day-of-school jitters, give
Hookey their undivided attention. But when you've spent more
than $5,000 on tuition and forsaken hometown and family to
start a new career, you want to absorb every detail - whether it
concerns the best way to fold the linens or the subtleties of telephone etiquette.

Have your tried to hire household help lately? It may
never have been a simple proposition, but it's never been
more complex than it is today. A robust economy has made
the luxury - if not the necessity - of hiring cooks, nannies,
gardeners and others available to more and more
Americans. Many of them, though, understand bytes better
than butlers. And even those who've grown up in the company of beloved maids or trusted drivers are now faced with
the new realities as they go about suitably staffing their
homes: changing attitudes about service; a culture with
fewer ties to the past; and a work force in which women
hold nearly 50 percent of the jobs. (These days, the lady of
the house is as likely to be in the boardroom as she is in the
drawing room.) Against this backdrop, would-be employers
want to know not only how much to pay household workers, but how to treat them. Even the semantics present new
challenges: yesterday's butler is today's household manager except, that is, in the U.K. (see "Bringing Up Butler," page
158). And just as crucial are the issues of privacy, security
and the legality of being an employer - especially when your
employee is not a U.S. citizen. On the following pages, we
present your guide to finding and keeping household staff.
Let us open some doors for you.
The extent to which these eight students take their schooling
seriously could stand you in good stead the next time you're hiring someone to make your house run like a Swiss watch. For the
Starkey school, named for its indomitable founder, Denver
entrepreneur Mary Louise Starkey, fancies itself the Harvard of
household-management training and placement. If you're a
Starkey grad - and there are some 400 - you know a lot more than
just how to prepare a lady's breakfast tray. Mary Starkey believes
that her alums are to the care and feeding of grown-up egos what
Norland nannies are to childcare.
Ground zero for what has evolved into Starkey's personal quest
to change the way household workers are thought of, and how
they think of themselves, is a 13,000-square-foot turn-of-the-century Georgian mansion a few blocks from Colorado's capitol
dome. Here, over the course of eight weeks, Starkey, six full-time
faculty members and more than two-dozen part-time instructors
cover such things as the proper shining of silver and efficient grocery shopping. But there is almost as much time devoted to the
interpersonal - how to read your employer, how to serve him

without becoming servile, what it takes to achieve, as Jenny
Hookey reverently intones, "the fine are of being in the house
but not of the house."
All of the requires what the faculty repeatedly refer to as a "service heart," which basically boils down to the right attitude.
Student Elie Hill appears to have it. The gentle-mannered
woman from Mount Pleasant, Iowa, has been a nurse. Now, she
says, with an endearing hint of embarrassment, "I'm ready for an
adventure." Jack Neal is similarly motivated. The Denver
accountant says, "I was ready to try something different" - and he
left behind 480 clients to do so. For her part, Ruth Ann Turner,
a youthful, red-haired Kansas City grandmother and former airline employee, declares simply, "I love keeping house."
As the students learn in the first hours of their training, keeping
house is a lot more than sweeping and dusting. Under the
Starkey method, every residence is broken down into "zones" (A1
might include the grand foyer and study; A5, the nanny's quarters), which help a manager assign priorities to certain tasks.
These are part of the "daily graces," a regimen - from raising flags
in the morning to turning down beds at night - designed to bring
order to a household and the lives of its occupants.
Deconstructing a house as one might a workplace and giving
names to routines as old as caves are also part of Mary Starkey's
attempt to make a household service as much a profession - and
just as respectable - as, say, medicine or education.
Indeed, Starkey says she spends much of her time educating
clients. She tells CEO's, college presidents and rising film stars,
for example, that a house of 10,000 square feet or more can hardly be maintained by one staff member. Or that a household
manager can't function without his or her own office space (after
all, where would the computer go?). Or that a house, no matter
its size, isn't a hotel and can't be run as such. "People sometimes
act as if I'm speaking Greek to them," says Starkey, who was operating a household-cleaning service when she opened her school
in 1989. "But I'm an agent of change." She, in fact, eschews the
very term "butler," believing it excludes women by definition.
(Not so, says the owner of one of the U.K.'s newest butler
schools; see "Bringing Up Butler," page 158.)
That there should be an element of crusading to Mary Starkey's
business is not surprising. A granddaughter of an original CocaCola franchiser, Starkey became a volunteer in the 1970's for
ACTION, a domestic program not unlike the Peace Corps. She
later earned her degree in community-services development.
The mother of two, who discovered firsthand the precarious
nature of balancing parenthood and a career, is a founder of the
International Nanny Association, an organization that promotes
greater professionalism among America's amorphous body of
childcare workers. Today, besides conducting household-management and nanny training, Starkey's company acts as a place-

ment agency for a wide range of positions, from personal assistants to private chefs.
While many applaud Starkey's determination to apply business
standards to household positions, she's not without her critics.
Some old-guard household employees find Starkey's approach starting with the suggestion that they choose khakis and polo
shirts or blouses for everyday duties over the liveried looks of
yore - too great a concession to the growing informality of society at large. And Starkey's advocacy of giving employees who've
proved themselves "the authority to go with the responsibility"
collides with the Jeevesian concept of knowing one's place. She
is fully aware that empowering the help (not the way she would
put it) might seem revolutionary. "I'm not taking away from the
old guard," insists Starkey, the childlike darting of her eyes quickening. "I have great admiration for them. I support them and
learn from them." But, fresh from a meeting with a cyber-millionaire seeking guidance in staffing his new house, Starkey
expresses no wistfulness for "a world that's dead and gone."
The needs of the new world quite naturally inform most of the
Starkey curriculum. Students are taught, as they stand nearly at
attention in the basement laundry room or the bright, rambling
kitchen, about using more environmentally friendly substances
for cleaning chores. And the cooking classes, conducted by
Gigia Kolouch - a woman who exudes such warmth you'd believe
it if she said ketchup was a vegetable - stress the benefits of
healthy dishes. Still, Kolouch, like her colleagues, never lets students forget that the tone of a house is set by its owners. "You
have to work with your clients on diet," says Kolouch. "Think of
yourself as a reference, not a guide."
But deference American-style is a far cry from its British counterpart,
Starkey classes emphasize group dynamics, communication and - of
all things - eye contact. It's almost laughable imagining a U.K. student body going through some of Starkey's psychology-oriented classroom exercises. When students were asked to share something about
themselves that their classmates didn't already know, the confessional outpouring was worthy of "The Oprah Winfrey Show."
With Starkey International receiving between sixty and 100 calls
a week for trained household workers, little trouble was expected in placing this latest group of students - especially this group.
Just three days into their term, these well-groomed would-be
household managers were getting high marks from their teachers, not to mention one all-important administrator. Beaming
with pride as she observed her charges in the mansion's basement-level classroom, Mary Starkey gave another observer the
thumbs-up sign, whispering, "They're wonderful."
The assessment reflected more that just a surrogate mother's
bloated pride. All eight members of the spring class of '99
passed with flying colors.

